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Abstract. Ontology enrichment algorithms propose new concepts to given concepts in a domain specific ontology. The paper is dedicated to a quality measurement framework for ontology enrichment algorithms. We assume that the given
ontology does not necessarily provide synonyms or several descriptors per concept. Our basic contribution is the generalization of known quality measures for robust enrichment algorithms. The measures reflect relevante and overlap heuristics.
These heuristics are the basis for the evaluation of concept propositions retrieved
by ontology e ~ i c h m e n algorithms.
t
We will achieve independence from User evaluations and rely on ontologies, text Corpora and on the output of the algorithms.

1. Overview
Ontologies provide rnodels which can be used by a broad range of applications such as
for exarnple search and retrieval, advanced web services and software agent cornrnunications. Ontologies consist of concepts frorn a knowledge dornain. In an ontology, the
concepts are interconnected by sernantic relations.
There exist several accepted work-flows for ontology engineering, for exarnple with a
strong involvement of knowledge representation experts (as in the METHONTOLOGY
approach [GFC04]), as collaborative processes of dornain experts with a rather loose
moderation [HJ02] or with autornated Support [MSOl]. State-of-the-art rnethodologies
of ontology engineering work-flows can be enhanced by so-called ontology enrichment
techniques. Ontology enrichment techniques are autornatic processes which generate extensions of the ontology and propose these extensions to the ontology engineers. Thus
ontology enrichrnent can be an ernbedded part of an iterative process of ontology creation, where ontology engineers try to irnprove a given ontology.
In general the extensions of the ontology can include new concepts to be integrated, new
relations to be instantiated between existing concepts and corrections of existing concepts and relations.
Referring to ontology engineering rnethods, especially Holsapple and Joshi [HJ02] are
very explicit on the usage of a given ontology. The agreernent upon an initial ontology
is the first step in this engineering process. For exarnple the given ontology can consist
of a topic hierarchy from a domain catalogue or a table of contents frorn a dornain specific textbook. The assumed situation differs frorn a cornpletely autornated construction
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of the whole target ontology and provides a central assumption of our work: a good ontology enrichnlent algorithm must be able to re-establish a given ontology, upon whiclt
the authors already have agreed. Moreover we will consider only situations, where new
concept propositions are placed to the most appropriate position in the given ontology.
This happens without the prediction of a relation between the proposition and the given
concepts. In terms of Holsapple and Joshi [HJ02] the definition of such a relation would
be an iterative step due to the ontology engineers (domain experts). This understanding
of ontology enrichment seems reasonable in cases where a graphic visualization tool (see
for example [GFC04]) allows for simple edition of relations between concepts. Ontology
enrichment in consequence leaves authors with the decision to accept or reject a concept
proposition and (in case of acceptance) to draw a relation between the proposition and
its surrounding (the concepts from the given ontology). A final assumption refers to a
'formal worst-case situation' during the engineering process: every concept might only
be described by its name and its relations to other concepts (that means: it is possible,
that neither Synonyms nor concept definitions are necessarily given).
Previous work was dedicated to ontology enrichment algorithms, which propose concepts according to linguistic regularities in domain text Corpora [FS02], [FHS+02].
Along with the concepts, the algorithm suggests a place among the concepts in the ontology, where the new concept matches best.
Our paper compiles the crucial points of measuring the quality of ontology enrichment
for algorithms working with lexical items as propositions. Our aim is to classify ideas
for a foundation of quality measures. Work on the quality measures is dedicated to two
major benefits: several algorithmic approaches become comparable and fine tuning of
ontology enrichment approaches itself becomes possible - analogous to other applications of machine learning like search engines or text categorization.
The most common definition of an ontology states that an ontology is a shared conceptualization of a (knowledge) domain [Gr93]. Although this definition concentrates on the
notion of conceptualization, a more technical variant clearly describing the interconnections of the domain concepts will be needed. Therefore our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we refer to a definition with minimal requirements on components of
an ontology. In turn these minimal requirements (i.e. named concept hierarchies) will be
applied in our relevance and overlap measures. In section 3 we will introduce ontology
enrichment. Section 4 will develop overlap measures for ontology enrichment and we
will show approaches to relevance aspects. Finally we show example measurements as
applications of our framework and end up with a brief conclusion and with future work.

2. Ontology definitions and assumptions
An ontology is a set of concepts ordered by a subconcept relation. Moreover there exists
a set of relation names together with a restriction for each one of them: the restriction
expresses which subconcepts of which superconcept are allowed at the i-th place of a
relational tupel. We refer to Bozsak et al. [BEH+02] for a detailed ontology definition.
For our approach on evaluation we need the subconcept part of an ontology definition,
which constitutes a concept hierarchy.

Definition 1 (Concept hierarchy) Tlze concept hierarchy of an ontology is a pair R :=
( B ,5 ) .where B is ajnite set und 5 is an order relation on B X B (<CB X B). We call

tlze b E B concepts und 5 tlze subconcept relation. Furtherntore tlzere exists an abstract
root cottcept T for all cortcepts in B: 3(T E B)'d(bE B ) : b 5 T.

Definition I does not imply that there is at least one natural language string naming every
concept. Therefore we also add the following assumption to the definition of an ontology:

Assumption 1 (Concept descriptor) Every concept b E B of the ontology from dejnition I has at least one natural language string as a name. We call this string, which can
consist of orte or several words, the descriptor d ( b ) of tlze concept.
With assumption 1, a huge class of ontology construction and enrichment problems will
find a formal basis.

3. Ontology enrichment
In contrast to conceptual clustering techniques, ontology enrichment Starts from a given
ontology. It is meant to Support real-world ontology engineering processes. We introduce
ontology enrichrnent as a group of approaches which generate for a given concept hierarchy R additional concepts as propositions, find a place for these propositions in R,
operate with statistical data about the usage of the descriptors (names of concepts) of
the ontology in a text corpus. The background of this decision Comes from the ways an
ontology is constructed by domain experts. One way is collecting and ordering lists of
related terms and defining a concept by such a group. An ontology engineer might also
think of a concept fully described by its name. To the extreme we might end up with
exactly one name for each concept.
In contrast to our assumption 1 existing approaches do not necessarily work with lexicalized concepts and lexical descriptors for propositions. For example [TRI3021 applies
description logic to an automatic instantiation of ontologies, [GW02] introduces metaproperties and logic for ontology maintenance - with new concepts to be integrated - and
[SMOl] applies Formal Concept Analysis to define new concepts for ontology merging.
However our formalization and the related approaches from conceptual clustering follow
assumption 1. This will provide a basis for relevance and overlap definitions without the
need of User evaluations.

3.1. Formalization of ontology enricltn~etzt
Before we Start our work on formalizing the notion of enrichment quality by defining numeric measures, the corpus-based ontology enrichment problem itself must be explained
in a formal way. We define:

Definition 2 (Ontology enrichment, propositions) Let J be a text corpus, tlzat rneans,
a collectiort of written or spoken text documents, wlzich are processable for natural language analysis. Let B(<)a set of words und phrases from J. Atz ontology enrichn~ent
algorithrn is an algoritllnz whick takes a giverz J und a given concept hierarchy Rfrom
an ontology as input andproduces for euch b E B a set P(b) C B ( [ )as Output. We call
P(b)the set of propositions for b.

For an ontology enrichment algorithm we explicitly define the Set of words or phrases,
for which the similarity computations or the decisions if or if not it might become a
proposition are calculated at all. With the notations from definition 2 we obtain
Definition 3 (Candidate) A candidate is a word or phrase X E B([). A candidate detection meclmnism de3nes the set B((').
The Sets of propositions for an ontology enrichment algorithm can be derived by similarity functions [FS02], [FHS+02]. For given R and ( let so : B X B 4 :RI be a similarity function mapping each pair of concepts from the ontology to a similarity value. The
algorithm in [FHS+02] extends so to a general similarity function

and the sets of propositions P(b, t ) for a given b E B and a real threshold t can thus be
defined as

We See from equations (1) and (2) that the main Parameters for the quality of an
enrichment algorithm in the sense of [FHS+02] stem from the definition of the similarity
functions and the variation of the thresholds. If we define quality measures related to
relevante and overlap we would expect a higher overlap for lower t , because

t must not be expressed as one absolute numeric value for all ontology enrichment problems, but as a variable depending on the structure of the ontology and on the chosen
concept b.
The core ideas of ontology enrichment differ from automatic ontology construction,
for instance conceptual clustering techniques ([N99]). Related work on ontology learning evaliiation like [MPS02] considers the following situation. For each given concept, for instance U ,b and C,there exist several descriptors. In a set-theoretic notation
we find the sets of descriptors (see top of figure I ) D ( a ) := { a l ,a2, as, a 4 ) for A,
D(b) := {bl,ba,b3,b4)U D ( a ) for b, and D(c) := { c 1 , c 2 , c S , c U
~ )D(b) for C and
therefore

>

If ID(a)1 , ID(b)l, ID(c)l
2 , then an evaluation technique may leave out some of the
descriptors by chance (in our example f , d and j) and judge about their placement after
the ontology enrichment process. This approach is applied in [AL011 with structures to
be found in the synset hierarchies of thesauri as for example [WordNet]. For each concept
in WordNet there exists a Set of Synonyms, which does not appear in the superconcepts.
All approaches with several descriptors underly assumption I, but our minimal assumption is the existence single descriptors. If we take an ontology engineering process like
the one in [HJ02] into account, especially non experts in formalization and conceptual-
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Figure 1.

Clustering and enrichment: the initial structures

ization might establish hierarchies of single descriptors from scratch - without the additional effort of grouping similar descriptors and placing them into a hierarchy of such
groups. This more general situation is depicted in the bottom Part of figure 1. We see,
that the existence of several descriptors has an impact on evaluation techniques. In line
with the process in [HJ02] a non-expert in knowledge representation can also Start ontology engineering by grouping descriptors into superconcept-subconcept hierarchies instead of engineering by formal concept extensions or intensions (compare for example the constructions in [SMOl]). The structurally minimal case is the following one: if
we just leave out descriptors by chance, we remove all information about a concept (see
bottom of figure 1). In the sections on overlap we will suggest a solution to this problern,
which does not collide with our ontology definition.
3.2. Ontology enrichment example
Let us finally show two brief and simplified examples of an ontology enrichment technique, which operate with collocation data of a text corpus. Let G„ be given with
B„ := { T ,disease, diarrhoea) and

diarrhoea

< disease 5 T

(5)

Furthermore, consider the following example collocations from a text corpus J„.
disease:heart (1543), AIDS (1063), patients (962), Alzheimer's (773), Cancer
(544), coronary (429), blood (354), Parkinson's (31I ) , symptoms (304), virus
(300)
diarrhoea: symptoms (30), virus (1 1) vomiting (5) nausea(3) salmonella(1)
The example should be read as "heart" CO-occurredwith "disease" in

teZ 1543 times,

"symptoms" CO-occurredwith "diarrhoea" in J„ 30 times et cetera. In this case, cooccurrence refers to being words in the Same sentence.
An ontology enrichment approach in the sense of [FHS+02] would identify the Set
{"symptoms", "virus") as the CO-occurringwords of the concept descriptors for both
disease and diarrltoea. The algorithm declares the similarity function s by the degree of
similarity to a transformation of the vectors ( 3 0 , l l ) (for diarrlzoea) and (304,300) (for
disease). In other words, a word with many CO-occurrencesof "symptoms" and "virus"
is a potential proposition. The similarity s is derived from a similarity so, which would
only Cover the similarity between diarrhoea and disease.
In contrast, an ontology enrichment algorithm in the spirit of [AL011 or [Y921 would
identify a Set S of the CO-occurringterms different from the ones in {"symptoms" ,"virus" )
and determine a significance interval [U; b]. If the number of CO-occurrencesis inside
[ U ; b], then s E S becomes a proposition.

4. Measures for automated evaluations

This section consists of three Parts. The first Part motivates the need for automatic evaluation measures of ontology e ~ i c h m e n algorithms.
t
The second part consists of related
work. The remainder of the section is dedicated to relevance and overlap measures with a
special focus on the additional assumptions on the enrichment algorithm if we undertake
automated evaluations.
4.1. Ontology enrichment processes und parameters

Holsapple and Joshi define an ontology engineering process [HJ02], where the ontology
engineers systematically judge about the other ones' conceptual modelling. Each concept which is added to an existing ontology is presented to at least another domain expert, who applies a numerical scale to express the quality of the modelling. In principle, with such an approach one could also judge about ontology enrichment algorithms,
but from a development point of view there exists a hurdle: before an ontology emichment algorithm is applied to Support a human-centric ontology engineering process, we
need a fine-tuning of the algorithm concerning many Open parameters. We now give an
overview of these parameters for the case of similarity based ontology enrichment.
First, there are different ways to construct the underlying domain specific text corpus for
ontology enrichment. Especially in situations like the one described in [FS02] we meet
the question, how World Wide Web (WWW) search results and textual archives should
be transformed into a text corpus to derive language regularities from. Generally spoken, corpus construction parameters become complicated with an increasing number of
corpus sources. Moreover additional input parameters for similarity-based ontology enrichment depend on the choice of the initial similarity function so. The ontology structure can be transformed to s o by path-oriented (that means: paths in a graph with edges
from B and relations from 5 for a given concept hierarchy R := {B, 5 ) )measures like
the ones from [Li031 or [FHS+02]. Another possibility are measures considering information content like the ones in [R99]. At this point we comment, that also the variation
of the thresholds t can be highly dependent on the choice of so.
Unfortunately, if we extend so to s further parameters occur. These depend on the sim-

ilarity metaphor for the representation of word contexts in the sense of [L99]. Besides
that, for general ontology enrichment the question arises, if we should represent syntactic
or window-based features from the word contexts [G92].
From the vast amount of Parameters influencing ontology enrichment we conclude, that
User evaluations for ontology e ~ i c h m e n algorithms
t
are not feasible - the bare amount
of evaluation tasks is not acceptable in rapid ontology engineering. Moreover from our
point of view there might occur another fundamental problem: the result of an enrichment algorithm might distract the evaluating User from the direction the ontology actually should have evolved. The other way around the evaluator might refuse helpful hints
from the algorithmic output - both faults are generally known in information retrieval
[BR99]. In ontology enrichment the problem becomes even worse as it is impossible to
let a bigger group of Users evaluate the results: by a central design requirement, domain
ontologies are carved for a particular task and a particular application. Thus, an evaluation must always be aware of the task - thus, actually the ontology cannot be evaluated
by a third party different from the ontology engineers. From both circumstances we conclude, that only automatic evaluations of ontology enrichment meet the requirements of
algorithmic tuning. Moreover the automatization has to be aware of the particular task
specific domain, to which an ontology should evolve.

4.2. Related automated evaluation approaches
For our quality measures we refer to an approach using similarity thresholds instead of
conceptual clustering techniques. Once more the background of this decision Comes from
the way an ontology is constructed by domain experts: instead of collecting and ordering lists of related terms and defining a concept by such a group, an ontology engineer
might also think of a concept fully described by its name. This assumption contrasts for
example the work of [NVC+04], who generates concept definitions to evaluate ontology
learning. If a concept is fully described by its name we might end up with the minimal
requirement sated in assumption 1: exactly one name for each concept. This paradigm
contrasts to the automated evaluations of [MPS02], where successively exactly one descriptor from a structure like the one at the top of figure 1 is deleted and a test determines,
if an ontology enrichment algorithm would propose it at this place again. If we delete a
descriptor from a structure like the one in the lower part of figure 1, this technique needs
further clarification, because the concept disappeared and we have changed the ontology.
Nevertheless we remark, that the task of [WS021 differs from our general approach: this
work aims at augmenting existing concept hierarchies with subconcepts or hyponyms.
Our task is more abstract, as assigning certain terms to existing concepts.
Another evaluation paradigm is the cotopy measure [MS02]. This measure is not directly
applicable to our problem, because in ontology enrichment the actual relations of the
propositions are identified by a human. Using cotopy we would have to identify ontological relations. This would include a prediction of the subconcept relation, that means
predicting a generalization/specializationdirection to our concept propositions. Nevertheless we point out, that our approach is inspired by the cotopy measure and can be
viewed as its adaptation to the more abstract task of ontology enrichment. Our principles
of overlap and the general task of fine-tuning ontology learning algorithms are also related to the work of [S04], but we found our definitions on a per-concept basis.
We now Start constructing alternatives to the existing approaches.

4.3. Aspects related to relevance

To evaluate relevance at all, we have to assume a candidate detection mechanism. Note
again the difference between candidates and propositions: for instance, in similaritybased ontology enrichment a candidate is a term, for which a CO-occurrencevector is established and a similarity to concepts from the ontology is computed at all. A proposition
is a candidate, which under the similarity definition is similar enough to be placed to a
given concept. For the following subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 on relevance let a Set B(<)
of candidates be given.
Regarding relevance our central hypothesis is the following one: it is not possible to fully
compute relevance if we do not know the conceptual relevance of each candidate. From
the moment we consider words or phrases, which do not come from the given ontology,
there is no automatic way of judging about their quality: from our point of view quality
Statements are only allowed for the descriptors we already met with the given concepts.
Our attempt in the remaining sections is the following one: we define evaluation measures from observations on how an ontology enrichment algorithms causes an evolution
of the ontology. If this evolution is comparable to the construction, which would be the
outcome of human ontology engineering, we obtain a high quality of enrichment.
4.3.1. Percentage of true candidates and relevance

At a first glance this is more an evaluation measure for the mechanism detecting candidates. Our measure computes the ratio of terms in B(<),which are (up to stemming)
identic to the concept descriptors from the given ontology. If the ratio is high we obtain
a hint on a high quality of the way we defined the set of candidates. High quality in this
sense rises the opportunities of the actual enrichment to work well. Note that this evaluation measure contrasts to nearly all directions of conceptual natural language processing
(e.g. [G92], [N99], [Y92]), which apply stemming for words to obtain a better statistics
on their usage. An example of how different collocation information can turn out for
singular and plural forms in the Same corpus is listed below. The result was produced by
querying the German Wortschatz project [wort], [Q98]. We list the first ten significant
collocations together with their total.
disease:heart (1543), AlDS (1063), patients (962), Alzheimer's (773), cancer
(544), coronary (429), blood (354), Parkinson's (311), symptoms (304), virus
(300)
diseases: AlDS (279), cancer (265), infectious (199), sexually (177), transmitted
(163), patients (154), lung (149),immune (140), chronic (113), genetic (112)
We observe remarkable collocation differences for both approaches. We conclude that
we are able to produce true candidates via the lexicalization of the existing concept descriptors, but the true candidates may have different corpus characteristics than the original descriptor.
Unfortunately besides candidates resulting from lexical variations there are still other
candidates left, which (to one extreme) could all over be equally good candidates or (to
the other extreme) all be irrelevant. Moreover if we compare two versions of an ontology
enrichment algorithm or two different ontology enrichment algorithms - should refer to
the same candidates as long as we enrich the Same ontology. From the point of view

that is developed in [FS02] and [FHS+02] this is not self-evident, because the candidate
detection mechanism can be a result of the feature selection. In consequence, a candidate
detection - generally may purely depend on {"symptoms") in one case and purely on
{"virus") in the other case. Instead, for evaluation purposes we should refer to candidate detection by all terms in {"virus","symptoms").
The second point is that we are forced to a pessimistic judgement of the other candidates.
Thus we refer for the remainder of this section to lexical variants v(R) := {vi(b)lbE
B , 0 i n , ) (iis the i-th variant and n the total of variants we permit) which we judge
as good candidates. The rest of the candidates are considered bad candidates, which become bad propositions if they become elements of P(b,tu(b)).
A relevance evaluation
method for similarity-based ontology enrichment approaches may fix for each b E B
a threshold
in such a way, that at least one vi(b) becomes a proposition for b and
determine with the notation from equation (2)

< <

This formula may be applied locally, that means for one b, or it may be used to
average over the whole ontology.

This measure is another indicator of how well a similarity based ontology enrichment
algorithm separates between the candidates. If there are many candidates, but only a few
propositions, this miglzt be an indicator of relevance. If for a concept C

is low, then only relatively few of the candidates are actually selected as propositions.
From an engineering perspective this can be a desirable situation, instead of overwhelming the ontology engineers with too many propositions. If in turn the ratio is high, a high
portion of the candidates is selected and proposed. This can again correspond to a good
or bad candidate detection mechanism. Thus a better solution for the determination of
algorithms, which are not overly sensitive concerning the thresholds, is the maximization
of the distance (i.e. minimization of the similarity) between the candidates, which are
included as propositions and the candidates, which do not become propositions. In both
enrichment examples from section 3.2. this is possible, because the sirnilarity rneasures
are an output of the enrichment algorithms. An example for a discrimination measure for
similarity-based approaches is

b~ B

min
s ( x ,b)
rEB(C).r<<(b)

For small values of this measure we obtain a clear discrimination in the sense, that the
propositions are relatively robust concerning small variations of the thresholds t(b).Discrimination is a second order goal and inspired by classification approaches like Support
vector machines [CVB+02]. In our sense discrimination should only be considered with

a given bandwidth of relevance and overlap.
A common additional assumption we met with our relevance definitions is the introduction of a concrete candidate detection mechanism with lexical variants. This means that
w e need additional knowledge to evaluate an ontology enrichment algorithm. This situation is similar in cases where w e would not deal with lexical variants but with synonyms: again for each concept descriptor we would need knowledge about its Synonyms.
T h e next section will describe other solutions, which are independent from such additional knowledge. In fact these overlap approaches will apply to ontology enrichment in
general.
4.4. Aspects related to overlap

In section 4.3.1 the guiding idea was a re-establishment of the concept hierarchy a s a
whole. For the remainder of the paper w e shift to randomly reducing a given concept
hierarchy and checking if it can be re-established by an ontology enrichment algorithm.
For a given R := { B , <) we generalize the idea of [MPS02], but we also extinct existing
concepts from a given ontology and collect them in a set C which becomes the candidate
Set and is independent from additional descriptors from the corpus. The idea of random
choice of C can only be applied, if

is again a concept hierarchy. Note that for cases with single descriptors a definition of 0'
is neccesary as - assuming the worst-case scenario from the introduction of this paper removing a descriptor means removing a concept completely. Cl' is a concept hierarchy
because by transitivity of 5 w e may keep for instance a relation k 5 m, if k 5 1 5 m
was part of the original concept hierarchy. The restriction relation of the relation 5 still
remains transitive. Consequently w e only have to claim T 4 C.
Furthermore let dn(b1, b2) denote the shortest relational path along 5 and its inversion
2 between b i , bz E B . Then w e define our measure called n-edge-overlap for a given
C E B as the ratio

Note that the n-edge-overlap for n > m is not necessarily more or equal than the
m-edge-overlap, as the denominator {bldn(b, C ) = n ) may grow faster than the corresponding enumerator.
Figure 2 shows an overlap example. From the above ontology two concepts d and
a are removed and thus become candidates. We indicate this in the second depicted
structure by brightening all subconcept relationships where d and a are involved. The
remaining two structures represent enrichment outcomes. Propositions are depicted by
drawing a dotted line between a concept and a candidate. In the first case of the two
ontology enrichment procedures we obtain a l-edge overlap and a 2-edge-overlap of 100
per Cent for concept b, in the second case below we obtain 5 0 per Cent for the l-edgeoverlap and 100 per Cent for the 2-edge overlap for concept b.
Figure 3 depicts a more complicated case, where the random choice of a candidate which
leaves the ontology goes along with a change of the ontology structure. The indirect
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Figure 2. Overlap example

subconcept relations become subconcept relations by transitivity and the candidate b
becomes a desirable proposition for all remaining concepts. By variation o n [CI we can
observe if the enrichment algorithm is able to propose new concepts for more (greater
ICI) or less (smaller ]CI)complete ontologies.
Although the measure w e presented in equation (9) works under the assumption that the
given R is correct, this assumption still seems a weaker one than a candidate detection
mechanism and a lexical variation in our section on relevance. This motivates the turn of
(9) to an enrichment quality measure, which computes the ratio of proposition failures
with the aim of measuring overlap. If the n-misclassification
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Figure 3.

Subconcept structure and overlap measures

is high, w e obtain rnany propositions for a concept C, which are actually out of scope
and our relevance decreases. Especially in cases where n is high and would correspond to
t
parts of the ontology, which are less related to the part under actual e ~ i c h r n e nconsideration, we speak of outer-ontological enrichment tendency (in contrast to inner-ontological
enrichmeitt terzdency for low n in (10)). To surn it up, (10) can be understood a s alternative to the relevance rneasures frorn the subsection before. Finally, w e rnention that both
n-edge overlap and the n-rnisclassification (10) rnay b e averaged over the concepts of
an ontology. Moreover, for n-edge-overlap this average can be weighted with respect to
the nurnber of high influences frorn the concepts which expect many propositions. Analogously, such a weighting scherne rnay be applied to the averaged proposition failure
rneasure. For average cornputations, the threshold t can differ for each concept.

5. Framework application example
A s w e rnentioned in the above sections, our evaluation frarnework was applied in the
cornparison of different ontology enrichrnent algorithrns. Algorithrn 1 and 2 are exarnples, which we evaluated in a detailed study [F04]. Our notation shows the general procedure of the enrichrnent algorithrns. However, for our evaluation purposes in both cases
we use the DATA-Input with a reduced concept hierarchy R' to b e e ~ i c h e d 0'
. consists of concepts B \ C. T h e evaluation is based on the concepts, which were left out by
randorn. These are exactly the concepts C. We will sketch the rnain evaluation results
briefly.
Algorithm 1 works in the spirit of the collocation-based exarnple of section 3.2. and can
be Seen as the core of approaches like the one in [Q98]: once w e find a collocation in
the text Corpus, the respective descriptor becomes a concept proposition. Algorithrn 2
refers to the notion of sirnilarity-based ontology enrichrnent, as w e introduced-it in 3.2. It
translates the structure of the ontology into real sirnilarity values. T h e vector k is respon-

sible for reconstructing this similarity values. Its interpretation is a weighting scheme for
features in vectors, which belong to the concepts from the given ontology. These vectors
reflect the total numbers of several collocation features for the concept descriptors in a
domain specific text corpus. As we may reconshuct different reasonable similarity measures (for the ontology as well as for the vectors), the algorithm can appear in several
variants.
We tested both algorithms with small ontology chunks from a medical ontology and a
small Set of medical web-sites as domain corpus and collocation features in 5-windows
(that means: at a maximum distance of five words). We gained significance by taking
samples of per-concept misclassification and overlap measures. In particular we found
that in terms of overlap variants of algorithm 2 are superior to algorithm I. The best
overlap measures (around 0.32 per concept for the 1-edge and the 2-edge overlap) per
concept came along with tuning algorithm 2, whereas these measures were low for algorithm 1 (around 0.1). Other configurations of algorithm 2, which operated dissimilarity
measures even showed no enrichment at all (in statistical terms). We also compared nimisclassifications in several ranges for ni with some of the ni yielding outer-ontological
enrichment. The best enrichment in the sense of overlap also produced a misclassification
(outer-ontological enrichment), which cannot be distinguished from 0.

Algorithm 1 Naive ontology enrichment
DATA a concept hierarchy R := ( B ,I ) ,a text corpus J, an integer Sw as word distance,
candidates C
RESULT concept propositions P(b) for all b E B\{T)
FOR all b E B\{T): P(b) + 0.
FOR all C E C:
IF C collocated at a maximal distance Jw to the descriptor b in
THEN P(b) + P(b)U C.

Algorithm 2 Similarity-based ontology enrichment
DATA a concept hierarchy R := (B, I),
optimal weights io,,, a text corpus E, a vectorvalued similarity measure Sv, a real-valued threshold t b for each concept, candidates C
RESULT concept propositions P(b)for all b E B\{T)
FOR all b E B\{T)P(b) c 0
FOR all C E C Sc +- koplSv(b,c):
IF Sc > t b THEN P(b) + P(b)U {C)

-

6. Conclusion and outlook
We presented measures for automatic approaches to ontology enrichment evaluations.
The overlap measures exploit the given ontology structures, are independent from addi-

tional assumptions on candidates and can b e extended to a proposition failure measure.
T h e latter one reflects the lexical relevance of the total of the propositions per concept.
We conclude that the strategy of a random extinct of concepts from an ontology to evaluate enrichment results is easier in the sense of applications. A n acceptable ontology
enrichment algorithm a t least has to fulfill the criteria of a high inner-ontological and a
low outer-ontological enrichment tendency. In this paper w e introduced such measures which are based o n a random reduction of the concept hierarchy in a given ontology. W e
briefly sketched an algorithm, which was configured by applying the overlap measures.
For other approaches applied to the task our proposal of overlap and outer-ontological
would work, as long as the approach produces an outcome in the sense of our definition of ontology enrichment. In contrast the formalization of the relevance measures w e
presented is more restricted to the needs of similarity-based ontology enrichment approaches, which c o m e along with the need of an additional candidate detection mechanisrn. Altogether overlap and misclassification measures only consider the ontology,
the ontology enrichment algorithm and the text Corpora for an evaluation, whereas the
relevance measures presented here need extra knowledge o n lexical variants of concept
descriptors.
In our future work w e will examine the correlation between the different variants of the
overlap and the relevance measures w e presented. Another ambitious but helpful task
would b e a study of correlations to user-centric ontology enrichment evaluations.
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